NeoNarval to Narval converter
This script extracts spectra from NeoNarval .fits files and outputs them as .s files in the format of
Narval. The converter is written in python3, which can be downloaded from
https://www.python.org/downloads/ .
To use the program, please copy the source .py file to the directory where your observations are.
1. General use
Open a terminal (command prompt for Windows), navigate to your working directory and type
python3 neonarval-to-narval.py
You should see a file dialog like this one*:

You can select one or more .fits files for conversion. When you are done, press Open. The
conversion process will now start and you should see information in the terminal window:
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The program will provide information for each loaded file. Note that the observations will be
automatically placed into directories according to the night of observation. The names of the output
files will include the object name as written in the .fits header, the Stokes parameter (U/Q/V) and
the sequence number**. For each input .fits file, two output ASCII files will be generated:
• a .s file, containing the extracted spectrum in Narval format;
• a .header file, containing all the information from the .fits header.
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2. Working with selected stars only
In case you would like to convert only observations of certain stars, you can also specify your
object names of interest when running the code. Let us say we have downloaded all available data
for a certain season, but are interested only in observations of one star, e.g. AI CMi. We don’t know
which .fits files correspond to observations of this star and don’t want to spend unnecessary time
converting all the available data. In this case, we can start the program as before, but this time
typing the name of the star (or stars) we want to process in the terminal like this:
python3 neonarval-to-narval.py aicmi
This will lead to the following result:

As you can see from the information in the terminal, the code will only process observations of the
star we specified and will skip all other objects. You can use this functionality for as many stars as
you want simultaneously. For example, you can call the program like this:
python3 neonarval-to-narval.py aicmi alpori evlac chicyg bydra
Note that the object names must be written without intervals: alpori is good, but alp ori is not.
The code will also ignore the dash (-) and underscore (_) symbols and is not sensitive to case:
alp_ori is treated the same as ALPORI, AlpOri and alp-ori.
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* In case you get an error message when running the script that looks like this:
Traceback (most recent call last):
ModuleNotFoundError: No module named 'numpy'
this means that the mentioned python module is not installed on your computer. Normally you can
solve this by typing in the terminal:
pip3 install numpy
This will install the missing library. The example given here is for the numpy library, but you might
also have this problem for other libraries, like astropy. In the unlikely event that the above solution
does not work, you can also try (under linux only):
sudo pip3 install numpy
** The code calculates the sequence number by looking into the output directory and not from the
input data, as the latter is practically impossible. This means that if you run the script more than
once on the same observations, you may get a false numbering of sequences in the output directory.
For example, let us say that on 01 January 2021 NeoNarval obtained 6 Stokes V sequences of αOri.
Running the script for the first time on these data will produce a directory named 01jan21 that
contains files alpori_v_01.s, alpori_v_02.s, … alpori_v_06.s. This will be alright. However, if we
run the script once more on the same .fits files, the code will look into the output directory 01jan21,
see that 6 Stokes V sequences of αOri already exist there and so it will save the converted
observations once more as alpori_v_07.s, alpori_v_08.s, … alpori_v_12.s. This could mislead one
to think that on 01jan21 there were 12 observational sequences of αOri in Stokes V. In fact,
alpori_v_07.s will be the exact same file as alpori_v_01.s, alpori_v_08.s will be the same as
alpori_v_02.s and so on.
To avoid any confusion, please take care when running the script more than once on the same
input data. In case you suspect a doubling of sequences has occurred, refer to the date and
time of observation that are stored in the .header file.
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